Workshops Available
Worksite Observations & Safety Conversations
Worksite Observations & Safety Conversations focuses on employee activities. Frequent
observations and safety conversations (questions) will provide understanding on how
workers make risk decisions. Worksite visits (Observation Program) will increase face-toface interactions with employees, demonstrating visible safety leadership. Are your worksite
visits effective?
½ Day-Hazard, Risk and Control Assessment
Hazard, Risk and Control Assessment is one of the most important elements in a Health and
Safety Management System in that, if it fails; all other elements are likely to be ineffective.
Part 2 of the AB OHS Code requires employees to assess a worksite and identify existing
and potential hazards before the work begins. Employers must prepare a report that
provides results of the assessment and specifies the methods that will be used to control or
eliminate the hazards. Have you identified existing or potential work site hazards?
Hazard, Risk and Control Assessment-Job Hazard Analysis
Hazard, Risk and Control Assessment is one of the most important elements in a Health and
Safety Management System, while procedures/practices are an administrative control used
to minimize risk. One of the best ways to establish proper procedures/practices to conduct
Job Hazard Analysis. Have you developed procedures and practices?
Incident/Near Hit Investigation
Incident investigation involves the systematic examination of an undesired event that did,
or could result in unintended harm to people (injury/illness), property, and loss to process,
environment or reputation. Investigation activities focus on determining causes and
developing remedial actions to prevent re-occurrences. Are your investigations preventing
recurrences?
Supervisor Safety Skills
Front line supervisors set the tone for health and safety performance. They play an essential
role in implementing your company’s health and safety mandates. With their leadership,
communication and coaching, health and safety requirements will be known and integrated
into everyday activities supporting Risk Managment. Do your supervisors understand their
roles and are they trained to perform their duties?
Others; custom designed as identified
If you require specific safety training, or one of our workshops require change to include
copies of your company’s policies, practices, procedures, forms, etc., please call us for
customization. Safety training that links to a company’s Health and Safety Management
System’s requirements will transfer from the classroom to the worksite with better retention
for achieving competency and compliance. Is your training appropriate?
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